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The rapid growth of the cloud industry has increased challenges in the proper governance of the cloud infrastructure. Many intelligent systems have been developing, considering uncertainties in the cloud. Intelligent
approaches with the consideration of uncertainties bring optimal management with higher profitability. Uncertainties of different levels and different types exist in various domains of cloud computing. This survey
aims to discuss all types of uncertainties and their effect on different components of cloud computing. The
article first presents the concept of uncertainty and its quantification. A vast number of uncertain events influence the cloud, as it is connected with the entire world through the internet. Five major uncertain parameters
are identified, which are directly affected by numerous uncertain events and affect the performance of the
cloud. Notable events affecting major uncertain parameters are also described. Besides, we present notable
uncertainty-aware research works in cloud computing. A hype curve on uncertainty-aware approaches in the
cloud is also presented to visualize current conditions and future possibilities. We expect the inauguration of
numerous uncertainty-aware intelligent systems in cloud management over time. This article may provide a
deeper understanding of managing cloud resources with uncertainties efficiently to future cloud researchers.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing is gaining popularity through its eye-catching features, such as scalability, elasticity, and pay-as-you-go [1]. Increased popularity results in an enormous growth in the cloud
computing industry [2, 3]. Consequently, increased cloud traffic and resources introduce higher
uncertainties. Therefore, the consideration of uncertainty is becoming important to manage cloud
resources efficiently and to keep a profit margin [4]. The uncertainty exists almost everywhere in
the cloud [5]. There are uncertainties in the price, availability, saving progress, and computation
time of cloud virtual machines (VMs), network traffics, and so on.
1.1

Background

The uncertainty is everywhere. In a production-based industry, uncertainties exist on cost, quality,
production time, transportation, demand, competitors, price, and lifetime [6–8]. Uncertainties also
exist in natural events influencing our daily life, such as temperature, raining, sunshine, and so on
[9]. Cloud computing itself is one uncertainty-aware approach. Individual users need computations at a varying rate. The demand becomes very high for a small time and the demand becomes
very low for the rest of the time. Buying a desktop of average configuration results in a longer execution time during execution and unused capacity rest of the time. The concept of cloud computing
allows a user to use a large number of computational resources for short time at a reasonably low
cost. Therefore, various uncertainties on the user, computation jobs, traffic, and so on, become a
huge concern for cloud providers. Moreover, the user also requires information on the uncertainty
of the provider for the efficient completion of the job. There are uncertainties associated with cloud
users, traffics, and providers. Numerous approaches have been developing to handle the uncertainties in the cloud. The cloud user and brokers need to know uncertainties associated with different
providers. A provider may provide better instances at a cheaper price but another provider may
have higher consistency. The provider needs to provide computing resources in a highly fluctuating environment. A prediction for workload containing multiple uncertainty bounds is useful for
them to know the exact uncertain condition of the upcoming number of users. Moreover, a proper
prediction on their willingness to pay and the nature of tasks help providers in proper pricing and
configuring. The knowledge in the uncertainty is useful in both of the safety and the profitable
management [10–12]. Therefore, this article discusses the concept of uncertainty, current trends
in cloud, and the future of uncertainty in cloud computing.
1.2

Prediction and Uncertainty

Researchers develop models for predicting quantities. The traditional point of view considers the
error value as the quality of the prediction model. The error value can be the root-mean-squareerror (RMSE) or the mean-square-error (MSE) in regression problems, the percentage of wrong
predictions in classification problems, and so on. People develop a better model to reduce the error value of the model [13]. With the advancement in modeling, researchers reach saturation in
terms of error reduction. No matter how well the model training is, there is a certain error probability. Such as, researchers are developing neural networks for handwritten digit recognition.
Researchers have concluded that an excellent CNN can provide about 99.7% accuracy. Researchers
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have found 99.84% state-of-the-art performance with excellent CNN and extremely lucky training session. The rest 0.16% portion is the uncertainty of the system. Some digits are confusing to
both humans and machines [14, 15]. However, we can not assume that the uncertainty is uniform;
some handwritten digits are easy to detect, and some handwritten digits have high uncertainty.
Therefore, a heteroscedastic uncertainty quantification system is required [16]. Cloud computing
is a fast-growing field. Various components of clouds have different levels of uncertainties. Researchers may soon conclude that there exist inherent randomness of the system betterment of
model cannot reduce that error probability [17], and they need uncertainty modeling. This article
may provide an overview of cloud uncertainty to cloud researchers.
1.3 Related Work
There exist several short-length survey papers on the uncertainty in cloud computing [18–21].
Some research works in several sub-domains of cloud computing also mention about uncertainty
on cloud [22–24]. However, there is no paper providing a detailed discussion on uncertainty in
cloud computing. Therefore, we write this survey to provide a detailed discussion on uncertainty
in cloud computing.
We focus on both human involved decisions and intelligent systems for the uncertainty-aware
cloud management. The uncertainty is traditionally quantified as the interval forecast or the error
probability in various economic and industrial problems. Engineers and statisticians take decisions
based on quantified uncertainties. In cloud management, some uncertainty-aware decisions need
to be taken within a very short time, such as checkpointing [25]. The human involvement is inefficient, as it takes a longer time. Therefore, many intelligent approaches have been developing over
time to handle uncertainties in the cloud. Some other management allows a higher time for taking
a decision, such as capacity management. Automated approaches usually handle situations with
a single uncertainty bound corresponding to certain error probability, and humans usually follow
the quantified uncertainty for the future planning.
1.4

Our Contributions
• We discuss approaches of humans for managing uncertainties.
• We propose major uncertain parameters in cloud computing. We discuss how numerous uncertain factors may affect major uncertain parameters and how major uncertain parameters
affect cloud performance.
• We propose a comprehensive survey of uncertainty-aware decisions in cloud computing.
• We propose a hype curve of uncertainty in the cloud and discuss the future of uncertaintyaware approaches.

1.5 Article Structure
The rest of the article is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the uncertainty—the concept of
quantification, managing uncertainties, and the uncertainty in the cloud. Section 3 presents major
uncertain parameters and effects of various activities on them. Section 4 presents the effect of major
uncertain parameters in the cloud QoS. Section 5 presents existing uncertainty-aware systems in
the cloud. Section 6 presents the current condition and future directions with the help of the Hype
Curve. Section 7 summarizes and concludes the article.
2 THE UNCERTAINTY
The uncertainty is simply known as the lack of certainty. More or less, we have uncertainties
associated with predictions almost everywhere. Examples are chances of rain, equipment failures,
and flight delays.
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Types of Uncertainties

Uncertainty categorization depends on the perspective. Based on the level of uncertainty, the uncertainty can be classified into the following categories [26]:
•
•
•
•

Ignorance
Severe uncertainty
Mild uncertainty
Certainty

Name of each category also presents the definition. Ignorance is such a situation when the person has no idea about the outcome. For example, one user wants to see a number less than four in
single dice rolling but he does not know how many sides the dice have. In ignorance, the person
has no idea about important determinants of the outcome. There exists a high risk with severe
uncertainty. An individual wants to see heads while tossing one coin. The person knows the probability of success but that probability is not too high (>>0.5) or not too low (<<0.5). Therefore, the
person cannot say clearly whether the event will occur or not. The example of the mild uncertainty
can be rolling one 16-sided dice once and observing a number lower than 16. The certainty can be
exemplified as the expectancy of both heads or tails while tossing. An outcome with a very slight
success or unsuccess probability can also be treated as the certainty. Such as expecting at least
one head in the toss of 100 coins. Uncertainty can also be presented by numeric limits, popularly
known as the interval forecast. With historical data and several related parameters, one may predict the temperature of a certain location to be between 20o C–22o C for the upcoming hour. That
event has mild uncertainty. However, one-day ahead forecast with insufficient information may
result in a wider interval (10o C–30o C), possessing a severe uncertainty.
Statisticians and mathematicians also try to reduce the level of uncertainty through modeling
improvement. In this context, the uncertainty can be classified as follows [27]:
• Aleatory uncertainty
• Epistemic uncertainty
The aleatory uncertainty is also known as the inherent randomness. The consequence of the same
action with the same circumstances can be different due to the aleatory uncertainty. A signal
can vary largely from its common historical pattern due to the aleatoric uncertainty. Day-to-day
temperature curve may vary largely on a day due to an unpredictable event caused by the aleatoric
uncertainty. The epistemic uncertainty is known as the modeling error. The epistemic uncertainty
occurs when secondary or tertiary effects are overlooked during the modeling. The model designer
can reduce the epistemic uncertainty through improving the modeling process.
2.2

Uncertainty and Risk

Many people consider the uncertainty quantification as the risk analysis. However, risk analysis
is a special case of uncertainty quantification. The risk is a type of uncertainty where some possible outcomes a significant loss [29]. Uncertainty in the production time may indicate some risk
due to a nearby deadline. An increase in production time usually causes a linear loss, increasing
effective running costs. A substantial loss can occur when the production misses a major event of
the shipment date.
2.3 Uncertainty Quantification (UQ)
The probability density function can present the exact uncertain condition. However, the probability density or the cumulative probability density cannot be expressed with a few words
or numbers. Therefore, the uncertainty is usually quantified as the interval forecast [30]. The
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Fig. 1. A rough sketch presenting the importance of uncertainty quantification. Red dots present targets
and the black solid line presents the point prediction. The point prediction is a value corresponding to the
mean or median of the probability distribution. It does not convey any message about the uncertainty. The
uncertainty is low near sample 450 and the uncertainty is high near sample 800. The prediction interval with
the green line is representing uncertainty. The interval is sharp for a low uncertainty and the interval is wide
for a high uncertainty.

interval forecast is presented by three numbers: the upper bound, the lower bound, and the coverage probability. The upper bound and the lower bound are the predicted upper limit and predicted
lower limit of the future quantity, respectively. The coverage probability is the probability that
the target will be within the upper and the lower bounds. To quantify uncertainties, researchers
propose prediction intervals of different coverage probability and probabilistic forecasts [31, 32].
Figure 1 presents a rough sketch showing the importance of uncertainty. The point prediction
provides a numeric value that is derived from the minimum statistical error. The point prediction
conveys no evidence of the heteroscedastic uncertainty. An unavoidable aleatoric heteroscedastic
uncertainty may cause different deviation from targets at different positions. A heteroscedastic
prediction interval can represent that uncertain condition.
The interval-based uncertainty quantification may seem inefficient for a single event. However,
the interval provides a smart indication of the uncertainty while numerous factors are responsible
for the uncertainty. For example, while rolling one six-sided dice the probability of getting one
to six is equal. An interval of 90% coverage probability extends the entire output range. While
rolling five dices and observing the sum of outcomes, the probability of getting a number between
12 to 23 is 88.244% [33]. The range of output in rolling five dices is 5 to 30. Therefore, the width
of an interval of 88.244% confidence is (12/26=) 46.15% of the range, as shown in Figure 2. The
interval becomes narrower compared to the range with a larger number of dice-rolling. Our reallife events are influenced by numerous probabilistic events and the effect of all probabilistic events
can be predicted by a narrow interval of high coverage probability; most of the situations. The
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Fig. 2. The formation of high and low probable regions from events of a uniform probability distribution.
Rolling a six-sided dice has an equal probability of getting a natural number from one to six. An interval
of 90% confidence expands the entire range. The situation is presented in (a). Summation of numbers of
rolling five dice has a non-uniform probability distribution. An interval of 88.24% coverage has 46.15% width
of the range. The situation is presented in (b). The interval becomes narrower compared to the range with a
higher number of dice rolling. Considering the multiplication of numbers results in even narrower intervals
compared to the range [28].

statistical outcome of a large number of dice rolling is highly deterministic with a small error and
the outcome becomes dependent on the property (number of sides) and the fairness of the dice.
The usage of an individual cloud user is difficult to predict but the total usage of million users is
predictable with higher confidence. Moreover, the total usage becomes a function of major events
(vacation, sports, weather, etc.) for a large number of users.
2.4 Managing Uncertainties
Uncertainty is unavoidable for human beings [34]. People make a number of precautions to handle
uncertain situations. Common precautions are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Assume future is like the past and modeling
Rules, norm, and conventions to eliminate some worst possibilities
Buffers and redundancies
Trial and error
Routine inspection and maintenance
Regulatory institutions
Consideration of alternatives

Uncertainty is growing in emerging engineering and economic issues. For example, the largescale inauguration of renewable resources in the power grid has made the power generation more
unpredictable [35, 36]. Numerous prediction algorithms have been developing proposing optimal
prediction systems [37, 38]. Online auction-based cloud computing services of low reliability have
put users in an uncertain condition [39]. They are designing intelligent approaches to finish their
computation jobs in a cost-efficient way [40]. The enormous growth of the cloud industry has
increased uncertainty in cloud traffic. Increased research in designing autonomous systems has
raised the importance of understanding uncertainty [41]. In all of these situations, researchers are
developing models for both prediction and uncertainties.
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Rules, conventions, and intelligent strategies also applied to manage uncertainties. When everyone obeys rules, fewer uncertain situations arise. Fewer accidents happen while drivers and
pedestrians follow rules and conventions. Such as saving the progress of the computation job results in less damage due to the unexpected termination of the computation jobs. The creation of
a historical log may help future users in understanding consequences. Keeping a good buffer is
a must to overcome uncertainty. The buffer can be excess time or money or any other utility. A
deadline constrained computation job can be finished economically when the deadline is much
larger than the required computation time. Trial and error are required to collect initial data for
the modeling when the consequence is unknown.
Routine inspection and maintenance are also prescribed to avoid unexpected situations. All
vehicles need routine maintenance to check several degradations that may lead to a major malfunction. Moreover, the user needs more frequent personal inspections, such as checking oil and
coolant levels. People also consider alternatives to avoid uncertainty. People often consider different shops when one shop is too busy. There are multiple counters in busy shops and banks.
Upcoming customers usually stand in a shorter queue. Customers also observe the movement in
different queues and switch to the queue that moves first. Through the process, most customers
get the service within a reasonable time.
2.5 Uncertainties in Cloud
Cloud specialists agree that 100% reliability target is wrong for almost everything in the cloud.
Notable exceptions are pacemakers and anti-lock brakes. It is possible to cover 99.999% situations
with a reasonable amount of precautions but covering the rest 0.001% requires much more precautions [42]. In various fields, such as economics, energy generation, and demand predictions,
people consider 95% certainty [43]. The expected uncertainty in the cloud depends on the following factors: the user’s satisfaction, the uncertainty of alternatives, and the consequence of different
actions.
Cloud computing provides three basic services named, Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS),
Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS), and Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) [44]. IaaS provides only fundamental resources, such as processing power, network, and storage. Popular examples of IaaS are
Amazon Web Services (AWS) and Google Compute Engine (GCE). PaaS provides all facilities
of IaaS with operating systems and middlewares. Popular examples of PaaS are Apprenda, Pivotal
CF, and Red Hat OpenShift. SaaS applications usually run directly through the web browsers and
do not require any downloads or installations of software. Popular examples of SaaS are Google
Apps and Dropbox.
There exists numerous work in predicting the quantities associated with the cloud computing.
Although many works on predicting clouds do not consider the uncertainty, researchers know two
major facts. First, the error probability in one-minute ahead prediction is much lower than the
error probability in one-hour ahead prediction. Secondly, the error probability in predicting some
quantities are significantly higher than some other quantities. The error probability is defined
by some statistical error values between the model output and observations. Popularly applied
statistical error values are the root mean square error (RMSE), the mean square error (MSE),
the sum squared error (SSE), and the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE).
Tchernykh et al. agree that uncertainty is the main hassle of cloud computing and it brings
challenges to brokers, resource providers, and end-users [20]. Vredeveld et al. develop a model
for online scheduling with the consideration of uncertainty [45]. Mendoza et al. propose a model
for VoIP cloud environment considering uncertainty [46]. Bychkov et al. consider failure probability and possible financial results [47]. Fard et al. consider the lower and upper bounds of the
processing time for executing workflow applications on the cloud [48]. The work of Fabio et al.
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consider service elasticity, which includes scaling of cloud computing services and overbooking
[49]. Roland et al. propose a realistic cloud workflow simulation with noisy parameters [50]. Very
recently Aranitasi et al. quantify uncertainties for preemptive resource provisioning in the cloud
[51]. Bhargavi et al. present a novel soft-set-based optimal scheduling of cloud tasks [52] under
uncertainty. According to Basset et al. [53] imprecision latent in the estimation process is one of
the three major challenges in implementing cloud services in an organization. They develop the
neutrosophic multi-criteria decision analysis (NMCDA) approach to estimate the quality of
services under uncertainty. Section 5 presents a detailed survey of uncertainty-aware decisions in
cloud computing.
3 MAJOR UNCERTAIN PARAMETERS IN CLOUD COMPUTING
The cloud is connected to the entire world through the Internet. Millions of parameters may
slightly affect the cloud-job. Our environment is also similarly connected to the entire world. According to weather prediction specialists, flapping a butterfly in one country can be related to
rain in another country [54]. A small occurrence in a country may affect a cloud user in another
country greatly. Therefore, we sort out five major uncertain parameters of cloud computing those
directly affect a cloud user. These parameters are price, availability, traffic, workload, and security.
Numerous occurrences change these uncertain parameters. Also, these five uncertain parameters
combine with the provider’s attribute and determine the quality of service (QoS) [55].
There can be a large number of influencing factors that affect cloud computing. A larger number
of users than the capacity can hamper traffic, availability. A security breach or any inconstancies
in another datacenter in a different country can also affect a datacenter. Many users may switch
datacenter. The effect will be on availability, traffic, and workload. Being driven by the internet,
cloud computing has many influencing factors. However, all factors are directly influencing five
major uncertain parameters. In Table 1, we present how common influencing factors affect major
uncertain parameters. Table 2 shows that all major parameters performance parameters. Many
factors are not one of the major uncertain parameters, but they often directly affect performance
parameters. Such as, a provider can provide a different level of freedom to a certain user. A provider
may not allow a new user to book a large number of servers. In fact, that policy affects availability.
Similarly, all other policies and factors affect major uncertain parameters.
Common occurrences directly influencing five uncertain parameters are presented as Table 1.
A server request may come from different locations. The location of a cloud user directly affects
the network traffic. That location can also raise concerns about the security due to the probability
of the leakage of cloud information. However, the location of the user does not affect the price,
availability, and workload of instances directly. Data size directly affects cloud traffic. More data
is transferred through the network when the data size is larger. More data does not directly affect
price, availability, workload, and security. However, the traffic congestion due to the size of data
may potentially cause a long time to save the progress affecting the availability and the future
workload. Moreover, any unsaved data can be lost. Everything directly or indirectly influences everything in the cloud. Therefore, we mark only direct influences. The arrival of new jobs influences
price, availability, traffic, and workload.
The price of spot EC2 instances instantly varies depending on the prices of bids [56]. The price
of the on-demand EC2 instances also changes based on the arrival of jobs but that change is not
too frequent. As a result, checkpointing increases cloud traffic and the cloud workload of corresponding machines. However, checkpointing is mandatory to prevent significant loss of data or
computation progress. Communication between server also increases workload and traffic. The
total number of available computing resources is also a determinant of price and availability. The
network capacity influences the traffic directly. Many users parallelize their task and run them
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Table 1. Factors Directly Influencing Major Uncertain Parameters in Cloud Computing

Common Influencing
Major Uncertain Parameters of Cloud
Factors
Price Availability Traffic Workload Security
Location of Users
×
×

×

Data Size
×
×

×
×
Jobs Arrival




×
Checkpointing
×
×


×
Communication
×
×


×
Capacity of Provider


×
×
×
Network Capacity
×
×

×
×
Task Parallelization




×
Overbooking


×

×
Task Execution Time
×

×

×
Execution Failure in VM
×

×


VM Interruption
×

×


Network Failure
×




Cyber Attacks
×
×



Nearby Datacenters
×



×

- Directly influencing;

× - Not directly influencing.

Table 2. Influence of Major Uncertain Parameters to Performance Parameters
of Cloud Computing

Performance Parameters [55]
Service Response Time
Sustainability
Suitability
Accuracy
Transparency
Interoperability
Availability
Reliability
Stability
Effective Cost
Adaptability
Elasticity
Usability
Throughput and Efficiency
Scalability

Major Uncertain Parameters Affecting
Availability, Traffic, Workload.
Availability, Traffic, Security.
Price, Availability, Traffic, Workload, Security.
Availability, Traffic, Workload, Security.
Availability, Security.
∗
Availability
Availability, Security.
Availability, Traffic, Workload.
Price, Traffic, Workload.
Availability, Traffic, Workload.
Availability, Traffic, Workload.
Price, Availability, Traffic, Workload, Security.
Availability, Traffic, Workload.
Availability, Traffic, Workload.

∗ - Providers’ Attributes.

in different servers. Task parallelization changes the workload pattern over time. It also affects
availability, the price of instances, and the network traffic. Cloud service providers often overbook
their resources [57]. Overbooking can affect availability, workload, and price of instances.
The task execution time affects the availability of the resource and the workload directly. Execution failure in a cloud instance may cause a loss of simulation progress. The instance may become
unavailable and that may affect the availability of instances in a data center. Re-performing the
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simulation results in an increased workload. Cloud service providers often interrupt the progress
of low-cost preemptible instances to facilitate premium users [58, 59]. The instance interruption
directly affects availability, workload, and security. Any failure at the network also changes availability, traffic, workload, and security. Cyber attacks influence traffic, workload, and security. However, influences may vary based on attacks. The attacker may try to access the same server from
different locations with the help of spyware. The data is secured in such a situation but traffic
and workload are affected. While the attacker steals the data, the security is breached. Nearby
datacenters directly affect availability, traffic, and workload. The price is also indirectly affected.
3.1 Price of Cloud Instances
The price of cloud instances varies depending on time, location, provider, and types of instances.
As cloud computing is becoming popular over time, numerous companies have begun to provide
cloud services. Popular cloud providing companies are Amazon Web Services, Microsoft Azure,
Google Cloud, IBM Cloud, Adobe, VMware, Rackspace, Red Hat, Salesforce, Oracle Cloud, SAP
Cloud, and Dropbox. Some instances have higher flexibility and reliability than others, such as
AWS on-demand instance [60] or Azure Pay-as-you-go instance [61], which are reliable and allow
the user to leave the instance without any penalty. The price of such instances does not change
frequently over time but varies from location to location. The user may require to wait for the
instance during the provisioning or switch the region to get the instance. Reservation of instances
can be up to 40% cheaper compared to highly flexible and reliable AWS on-demand or Azure Payas-you-go instances. The price is determined during the provisioning and there are uncertainties
associated with the price. There are also low cost and highly unreliable instances, which can be
80% cheaper than highly flexible reliable instances. Four companies are currently providing such
instances. Instances are AWS Spot Instance [56], Azure Low Priority VM [62], Google Preemptible
VM [63], and IBM Transient Virtual Servers [64]. The price of such instances is highly uncertain.
Low cost and highly unreliable instances are the spare capacities after providing highly flexible
and reserved instances. The price of AWS spot instances may increase or decrease anytime. The
user may lose the instance due to the price hike.
3.2 Availability of Cloud Instances
The availability of a cloud service is the percentage of time a user can access the service [55]. The
following equation defines the availability:
total time for which service was available
.
(1)
total service time
Lu et al. incorporated uncertainty for the cloud application development decisions in 2013. They
perform an availability analysis from the cloud consumer perspective [4]. To obtain uncertainties,
they propose a set of availability analysis models applying Stochastic Reward Nets (SRNs) [65].
They also provide insights into some deployment decisions. Several reasons are affecting the availability of cloud instances. These include runtime failures [66], workload spikes [67], rare and hardly
predictable events [68], interference [69], and combined effects. To address challenges such as the
inherent uncertainty in the mobile cloud, Viswanathan et al. [70] proposed role-based resource
provisioning framework with self-healing, self-optimization, and self-organization.
The recent popularity of low cost and highly unreliable instances has bought extensive research
on their availability [71]. Azure low-priority-VMs and Google’s preemptible VMs are 60% to 80%
cheaper. The price of such VM does not change rapidly, but the user may lose the instance with a 30second notice due to the shrink in spare capacity. IBM’s transient virtual servers can be reclaimed
without any notification.
Availability =
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Fig. 3. Rough sketches presenting four workload patterns in cloud computing (a) ON and OFF, (b) Growing
Fast, (c) Unpredictable Bursting, and (d) Predictable Bursting.

3.3 Cloud Traffic
The cloud traffic prediction is required for the proper management of computer networks [72].
Resource allocation and checkpointing may consume a much longer time than usual due to a
wrongly predicted traffic [73]. Benson et al. investigate [74] data center traffic patterns. However,
one research cannot cover all traffic patterns and there are always uncertainties. Users of lessreliable cloud instances may save progress during the price hike [75]. However, if all users use
the same algorithm to save progress, then the network becomes busy during that time. The user
may fail to save progress within the expected time due to the traffic. That may result in the loss of
computed results.
Wolski et al. developed one of the very first network traffic prediction systems in 1997 [76],
which aimed to predict cloud traffic with different prediction algorithms and selected one with the
lowest statistical error. Later, Xinyu et al. proposed [77] error-adjusted LMS method. The prediction
of cloud traffic is still challenging and predictions results in high MSE or MAPE error values [78].
Cloud users may require uncertainty quantification of the cloud traffic to select VMs of different
providers and locations near future.
3.4 Cloud Workload
The word workload means the amount of work needs to be accomplished by someone or something
[79]. However, different cloud researchers define cloud workloads differently. Yang et al. [80] and
Liang et al. [81] define workload as the number of requests of the application. Song et al. [82]
and Jiang et al. [83] define workload as the future demand of VMs. Garg et al. [84] and Jheng
et al. [85] define workload as the resource utilization of VMs. Rodrigo et al. derive a model for
VM provisioning under the uncertain workload [86]. Their adaptive resource provisioning model
maintains the required QoS and the utilization threshold.
Steve et al. classified cloud workload patterns into four categories, as shown in Figure 3 [87]. The
cloud workload increases slightly and faces inactivity periods in the ON-and-OFF pattern. A good
example of such a pattern is the verification department of pharmaceutical R&Ds. They perform
numerous measurement and analysis before launching any product. Once those simulations are
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complete, they release instances until the next time. The exponential increase in the demand is
categorized as the growing fast. That is the situation of a growing company using the cloud VMs or
a growing cloud service provider. The unpredictable bursting is the third category, which happens
due to a huge burst in demand for a short time. Popular examples are workloads of newspapers,
social media, and search engine when anything goes viral. The demand fluctuates periodically or
following events in a predictable bursting category. The use of computational resources by offices
are mostly limited by office hours and follows daily patterns and changes over holidays.
Gilles et al. propose several models for the workload prediction and compare them [88]. According to Gilles, the NN-based prediction system provides better performance, and constraint
programming is better for the trace generation. Cao et al. predict cloud workload with the NN
[89]. Their data is real, large-scale, and enterprise-class collected from a database-based data
center.
3.5 Security
The cloud security is another broad field [90–92]. We mention common security concerns in the
current work. Common security concerns include: the nefarious use of cloud computing, unauthorized access, data loss, identity hacking, leakage of user information, service interruption, and so
on. Cyber-attacks include denial of service attack, service injection attack, virtualization attack,
the user to root attack, port scanning, man-in-middle attack, metadata spoofing attack, phishing
attack, and backdoor channel attack [93, 94].
Malicious attacks and software errors are increasingly common. Software errors are increasing
due to the growth in size and complexity of software and novel applications. Malicious attacks
and software errors can cause faulty nodes to exhibit Byzantine (i.e., arbitrary) behavior [95, 96]
in which components of a system fail in arbitrary ways, i.e., not just by stopping or crashing but by
processing requests incorrectly, corrupting their local state, and/or producing incorrect or inconsistent outputs. Consequently, it is mandatory to have Byzantine Fault Tolerant (BFT) mechanism
to defend against Byzantine failures so a system can continue to operate accordingly even if some
of its components exhibit arbitrary, possibly malicious behavior. Usually, using BFT mechanism
helps ensure not to preempt each particular fault, however, the number of system components
that can fail at a time is bounded. Note that BFT mechanism adopts replication technique to defend Byzantine fault as suggested by Byzantine Generals’ Problem [95, 96]. In the mechanism, we
would have at least 3f + 1 replicas where f be the maximum number of replicas that may be faulty.
For example, Hadoop distributed file system (HDFS) uses the default replication factor of 3 for
enhancing/ensuring fault tolerance [97]. As we know, redundant resources incur cost even though
dependability and security are enhanced. The authors in Reference [98] analyze the tradeoff of redundant resources usage in terms of unavailability metric, cost of cloud service deployment, and
security of the service deployed.
A major concern in the cloud is the loss of data or computation progress. It is more frequent
in high-performance computing (HPC) jobs in preemptible cloud instances compared to the
security breach [99]. Efficient checkpointing or local storing capability can reduce the loss due to
the unexpected termination of instances.
4

EFFECTS OF MAJOR UNCERTAIN PARAMETERS ON THE PERFORMANCE
OF CLOUD SERVICES

Cloud performances, such as the Quality of Service (QoS) and Service Level Agreements
(SLAs) can be different for different cloud specialists. Garg et al. define key performance indexes
(KPIs) for evaluating cloud computing services [55]. That paper is highly cited and, therefore, we
consider their KPIs as the performance parameter of the cloud. They mention 15 KPIs, presented
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in Table 2. We find that some of the KPIs are quantitative and some of the KPIs are qualitative.
Moreover, some of the KPIs are varying, and some other KPIs are constant for a provider.
4.1 Service Response Time
A user requests for a VM or a service. Based on availability, traffic, and workload, the user faces
a delay [100]. Garg et al. [55] mention three response parameters as evaluation indexes for the
response time: average response time, maximum response time, and response time failure. According to a recent study, the average response time of cloud services is 50.35 milliseconds [101].
The response time failure occurs when the provider fails to serve within the promised response
time [102].
4.2 Sustainability
Sustainability refers to the environmental impact of cloud service. The sustainability mostly depends on the location of data centers and renewable installations near data centers. These factors
depend on the provider. Several major uncertain parameters of the cloud can also affect sustainability. When servers at sustainable locations are not available, the user may launch their job in
a different location. The traffic conditions may also cost packet loss during the communication,
which results in higher power consumption. Security issues such as loss of computation progress
or denial of service degrade sustainability. The attributes of the provider are certain and usually
known to the user. Therefore, Table 2 presents only the effect of major uncertain parameters.
4.3 Suitability
A cloud provider may fail to achieve one customer’s suitability while another cloud provider may
succeed. A user can be dissatisfied due to price, VM configuration, latency, or anything else. All
of the five uncertain parameters can directly affect the suitability. There can be a drawback of the
infrastructure of the cloud provider, but the infrastructure influences major uncertain parameters,
and several major uncertain parameters affect the suitability.
4.4 Accuracy
The first indicator of the accuracy is the percentage of time the provider maintains the promised
SLA [103–105]. The SLA is a statement from the provider where the provider states the minimum
quality of service that the provider should provide. The accuracy depends on availability, traffic,
workload, and security.
4.5 Transparency
Transparency in cloud computing is the quality of the provider that allows good usability during
the change of circumstances [55]. The transparency is often inferred as the time for which the
performance of the application is postponed due to the change of service. Transparency is an important factor, as cloud services are changing rapidly. The statistical accuracy is the ratio between
the summation of delays and the summation of such occurrences. The transparency depends on
the infrastructure of the provider and the nature of change. The provider affects availability and
security, and these uncertain parameters affect transparency.
4.6 Interoperability
Interoperability is defined as the ability of a cloud-service in interacting with other cloud services.
Other cloud services can be from the same cloud provider or can be from a different cloud provider.
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The interoperability is approximated as follows:
N PO
,
(2)
N PR
where N PO is the number of platforms offered by the provider. N PR is the number of platforms
required by users for interoperability.
The interoperability is mostly dependent on compatibility issues. Therefore, the interoperability
is not time-varying unless the provider brings some upgrade. Therefore, interoperability depends
only on the provider.
Interoperability =

4.7 Availability
We consider the availability as both the major uncertain parameter and performance criteria. Many
other performance criteria are directly dependent on availability. If we do not consider the availability as the major uncertain parameter, then we have to find indirect relations. Such as, a workload may vary availability that may affect the sustainability. However, everything in the cloud is
indirectly related and we consider only direct relations.
4.8 Reliability
Reliability in cloud computing is defined as the expected length of uninterrupted service. Reliability
in cloud service failure is expressed as follows:
Reliability = Pus × PMTT F ,

(3)

where Pus in the Probability of uninterrupted service. PMTT F is the Promised mean time to failure.
The probability of uninterrupted service depends on the number of failures and the total number
of trials (N ). Therefore, the reliability is also expressed as follows:

number o f failures 
Reliability = 1 −
× PMTT F .
(4)
N
The reliability of a system is directly dependent on availability and security. The user may not
select a server at a premium cost that has availability issues. Such as Amazon’s on-demand cloud
instances have higher availability, and the chance of losing availability in the middle of the job is
lower compared to spot instances. Therefore, on-demand cloud instances are more reliable. Reliability also depends on security. A user may not perform an important job or put any confidential
data on insecure servers.
4.9 Stability
The variation in the performance of a service determines the stability in cloud computing. It is
the variance in computation time in computing and the variance in the average read-write time
in storage. The stability largely depends on the availability, traffic, and workload. Security also
hampers stability, but the failure of security is rare in cloud computing and has a negligible effect
in variation.
4.10

Effective Cost

Cloud providers offer different instances of different attributes and attributes do not follow a linear
relation. While comparing different instances, we often observe that the size of random access
memory (RAM) of one instance is double of another but the number of cores of the processor is
the same and one processor is 1.1 times faster than another processor. It is difficult to compare the
price of a processor of one configuration from the price of a processor of another configuration
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[106]. Garg et al. define the effective cost as follows [55]:
Ef fective Cost =

Price
,
CPU a × net b × datac × RAM d

(5)

where a - d are weights and a + b + c + d = 1. As an average user cannot compare the effective
cost, this equation is useful to compare servers in terms of the effective cost.
4.11

Adaptability

The user may try to upgrade the service to a higher level due to an urgent requirement or switch to
a lower level instance for cost efficiency. The provider needs to provide another resource based on
customers’ requirements. The adaptability of the provider is the time required to switch between
services [106]. Depending on the situation, the provider may require different times to switch between instances. Availability, traffic, and workload affect adaptability. When the required instance
is not available, the user needs to wait. Large traffic may also increase the required time.
4.12

Elasticity

Elasticity is the scalability of the provider during a sudden demand. Two terms determine the
elasticity: the maximum capacity of service and time required to expand the usage [107, 108].
Elasticity depends on availability, traffic, and workload. The provider can maintain a good elasticity
when the amount of job is lower than their capacity. However, the elasticity is low when a small
provider is serving a large number of jobs [109]. High traffic and workload can also potentially
create congestion resulting in a lower elasticity.
4.13 Usability
Usability in cloud services is the ease of using the cloud service. It is solely dependent on the
provider. The user may feel more comfortable with one providers’ interface than another provider.
However, the provider is a certain parameter. Different policies of providers also affect all major
uncertain parameters, resulting in a significant influence on usability. The provider as well as
major uncertain parameters determine the usability. As the providers’ configuration is constant,
all major uncertain parameters are responsible for the uncertainty in usability.
4.14

Throughput and Efficiency

The throughput of a cloud service is the number of tasks completed by that service in unit time.
The throughput depends on availability, traffic, and workload. The efficiency is the effective utilization of leased resources. The efficiency depends on how instances are designed and offered by
a provider and the requirement of the application. However, the provider is constant. Therefore
the uncertainty on the throughput and efficiency depends on availability, traffic, and workload.
4.15 Scalability
The scalability is the ability of a cloud service to handle a large number of requests simultaneously.
The scalability has two dimensions: horizontal and vertical scalability. Horizontal scaling is the
initiation of more virtual machines. Vertical scaling is the increase in the resource; such as physical
memory, CPU speed, or network bandwidth. The provider can limit the scalability of an individual
user. A new cloud user cannot use a large number of Amazon Spot Instances. The vertical scaling
is dependent on availability, traffic, and workload.
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EXISTING UNCERTAINTY-AWARE INTELLIGENT SYSTEMS IN CLOUD

5.1 Pricing Models
The price of non-preemptible servers changes less frequently. Only four major cloud providers are
providing preemptible instances. Among them, the price of Amazon Spot Instance (SI) changes
more rapidly and it is possible to get higher reliability with the willingness to pay high. Therefore, a numerous bidding framework has been developed by researchers [110–112]. However, all
factors determining the price and methods for computing the price for both preemptive and nonpreemptive instances are not disclosed by providers. Several researchers develop price optimization functions based on historical data of the Amazon SI price. The optimization function consists of two major parts [113], commonly known as revenue maximization and capacity utilization
[114, 115]. The revenue maximization function is the multiplication of the number of accepted
SIs and the price of SI. To increase the user-friendliness of the EC2 bidding system, Amazon is
also considering a utilization maximization function. Utilization optimization function increases
logarithmically with the increment of the number of accepted bids. Equation (6) presents the
profit function, Equation (7) presents the utilization function, and the Amazon EC2 SI provider’s
probable optimization function is the maximization of the sum of these functions, presented as
Equation (8).
Profit Function = π (t )N (t ),
(6)
U tilization Function = loд(1 + N (t )),

(7)

max π (t )N (t ) + βloд(1 + N (t )),

(8)

π (t )

where, N (t ) is the number of accepted SIs, π (t ) is the price per accepted SI, and β is the weight
of the utilization term. The price per accepted SIs (π (t )) is determined by numerous uncertain
bid values coming from numerous users and the available SI capacity. Amazon has recently in
2018 announced that they are not considering bid prices. They are only considering the available
capacity and acceptable bids [116]. However, that encourages users to bid high although they are
not willing to pay a high price. Moreover, workload prediction for the pricing of SIs is important to
reduce frequent allocation and termination of servers [117, 118]. From discussions on preemptible
instances of popular providers [197–201], we have sketched a rough cloud providers’ diagram
representing the information flow in cloud management in Figure 4.
5.2 Capacity Planning to Ensure Availability
The prediction is widely applied to the capacity planning of cloud datacenters [119, 120]. However,
that prediction can never be the traditional prediction that results in a value close to the mean or
median of the probability density function. Amazon and Google SLAs promise 99.95% uptime [121].
They need to consider the highest probable value of the demand to ensure 100% availability. However, installing a very large number of servers to meet the highest possible demand is inefficient.
That results in a large number of unused capacity and a very large installation cost [122]. Therefore,
the cloud provider needs to consider the uncertainty upper bound. Such as, they need a value that
is higher than 99.95% cumulative probability. The uncertainty upper bound (UB) can be defined
as follows:


(9)
P Demand ≤ U B (99.95%) = 99.95%,
where, P (Condition) is the probability function. Recently Amazon has announced that they are
applying AI for the capacity planning [123]. We expect that other major cloud service providers
are switching towards AI-based uncertainty-aware decisions in the near future.
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Fig. 4. A rough diagram representing the information flow in cloud management. The cloud controller
requires one or more short-term uncertainty bounds for proper control. Long-term uncertainty bounds are
useful in capacity planning for the future.

5.3 Traffic Management
Traffic uncertainty models are basically of two types: offline design and online routing [124]. Applegate et al. propose an offline design for network traffic management [125]. Their objective is to
minimize the maximum link utilization. The objective of M. Kodialam et al. [126] offline model is
to maximize the throughput. Several other uncertainty-aware offline network models aim to minimize the cost [127–130]. Several other researchers develop online routing mechanisms for network
management [131, 132]. Both offline design and online routing can consider the probability distribution of incoming traffic. D. Xiao et al. [133] consider a Gaussian probability distribution of traffic.
However, the probability distribution can be non-Gaussian and there are a lot of opportunities to
improve.
5.4

Configuring Cloud for Workload Management

The auto-scaling of cloud resources is performed in a loop consisted of Monitoring, Analysis, Planning, and Execution steps [108]. The monitoring step monitors some performance indicators, such
as: application characteristic, monitoring cost, and SLAs. The analysis step determines the volume
of resource allocation for each category. This step computes workload prediction, scaling time,
adaptivity to mitigation, and oscillation changes. The planning step performs resource estimation
and resource combination based on the outputs of the analysis step. Finally, planned actions are
executed. These steps are performed repeatedly in an interval called the monitoring interval.
M. Tajvidi et al. develop an uncertainty-aware system model for the optimized resource provisioning [134]. P. Jamshidi et al. design uncertainty-aware automatic elasticity controller based on
fuzzy logic and machine learning [135]. The proper scheduling of cloud resources can reduce the
cost and the peak-hour demand for cloud resources. However, the task scheduling in the cloud
is challenging due to high fluctuations in workload patterns and unstable performance of the infrastructure. Marco et al. develop a model for efficient cloud-resource provisioning and scheduling
[136]. They consider the minimization of the overall monetary cost. Their execution time of an
application does not exceed the specified deadline with a given probability even in presence of
high uncertainties.
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Security Enhancement Techniques in Cloud Computing

5.5.1 Confidentiality and Authentication. The data confidentiality in cloud computing is the
quality of the provider of protecting data from illegal or unwanted access [137–139]. Confidentiality is becoming a challenging issue with the added features of cloud computing platforms. Computational resources in cloud computing are often shared with a group of people [140]. The owner
may add or remove users over time. Confidentiality is not only limited to data security but also
relies on several circumstances and providers’ policies. When the owner removes access of certain
people, they may lose the document [141], or they may have the permission of seeing the older
version of the document. In some situations, the owner may not have enough rights to remove
access from one collaborator. Although network security is one of the oldest problems of the internet, still, researchers are facing new problems, developing algorithms, and simulating before
applying those algorithms [142, 143].
5.5.2 Secured Domain and Data Encryption. Many datasets contain confidential industrial, political, or health-related information. It is also discouraged to keep confidential and sensitive datasets
on the cloud. The provider needs to provide a secure domain for confidential datasets to attract
users. Providing a secured domain and data encryption is a quite saturated field [144, 145]. However, maintaining a good tradeoff between high security and swiftness of the domain is challenging.
Researchers are developing new algorithms and strategies to solve novel problems [146–148].
5.5.3 Reducing the Number of Dropped or Lost Jobs. Traditional dependability metrics such as
availability, reliability, continuity, and maintainability are defined from a system-oriented perspective and may not adequately capture the dependability experience from a user’s perspective [149].
Bauer et al. [150] state that it is better to focus on the much smaller number of unreliable service
events or service defects, since most of the components in a modern cloud computing system is
reliable. These service defects are conveniently normalized as the number of customer demands
or user requests or jobs not served or dropped or lost, per million attempts—referred to as defects
per million (DPM) [150–153]. The authors in Reference [153] analytically show the effectiveness of the checkpointing and replication scheme to the minimization of DPM, i.e., to optimize the
uncertainty of cloud services.
5.6 Uncertainty from the Perspective of Users
Several companies are providing cloud services of different cost and different QoS. A user requires
performance indication in the uncertain cloud environment to choose a proper resource. Moreover, the user of preemptible instances needs to consider the heteroscedastic reliability to save the
computation progress efficiently [154, 155].
5.6.1 Server Selection. Zheng et al. predict the QoS ranking for the selection of cloud server
[156]. They consider past user experiences in terms of response time and throughput. Instead of
considering the average value, they consider minimum, maximum, mean, and the standard deviation. These parameters indicate uncertainties associated with the corresponding cloud server.
Rehman et al. applied Multiple Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) to historical QoS data and
importance weights from users to rank servers [157]. Qian et al. present a system cloud service
selection for IaaS platforms considering usage, performance, and geographical location [158]. The
server selection on Amazon SI’s also depends on the price. Sabyasachi et al. quantify uncertainties
associated with the SI price [40]. They consider the condition of user and price for efficient bidding.
Benouaret et al. are using statistical human decisions for the selection [159]. Human brains can understand more quality parameters than machines. Such as the background color of a website may
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affect its popularity, and human voting can indicate the overall popularity where mathematical
equations fail.
5.6.2 Checkpointing. The cloud is widely used for the progress monitoring of different tasks.
Therefore, the approach of monitoring a cloud computing job and saving the progress is popularly
known as the checkpointing or application checkpointing. The checkpointing consists of three
steps: pausing the computation, saving the current state, and resuming the computation. Checkpointing can be periodic or based on uncertainties. Yi et al. [160] develop a checkpointing scheme
based on the uncertainty on the spot instance price. A checkpointing is performed with the price
increment. Sui et al. [161] propose a learning-based adaptive checkpointing strategy. Different
computation nodes may have different reliability. Therefore, different checkpointing frequencies
can be applied to different servers [162].
5.6.3 Keeping Margin. There are time-gaps between buying and getting instances. Although
the gap is mostly limited by the SLA agreement, SLA violation may happen anytime. The user
needs some time margin while applying for cloud instances or migrating cloud instances [160, 163].
The user of preemptive instances needs to have one stable machine to withstand the preemption
[40]. If there are insufficient backup servers, then he may lose the progress. The performance of
cloud servers can be slightly lower than a physical server of the same capability. The difference occurs due to communication and monitoring. The user needs to select a proper instance or instance
groups to finish the task before the deadline.
5.7

Artificial Neural Network for Cloud Management

The value of many real-world quantities depends on a large number of factors. The service response time, for example, depends on Availability, Traffic, and Workload. These major uncertain
parameters depend on many influencing factors. It is laborious and time-consuming to derive
mathematical equations between all factors and the quantity [164–166]. Moreover, the pattern of
cloud data changes over time. Therefore, many researchers train Neural Networks with an erroroptimization method to find relations between influencing factors and the quantity [167–169]. Several researchers have proposed AI-based solutions for cloud management to achieve better QoS
with optimal power consumption and overall cost [170, 171].
The relations among AI, cloud, and uncertainties are deeply rooted. The cloud provides highly
scalable computing resources for AI training. Recently, AI is an efficient means of cloud management. AI can compute the level of heteroscedastic uncertainty [165, 172], and uncertainty exists
with outputs of NNs. Several works apply AI to improve the performance of fog and cloud systems
[173–176].
6

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

6.1 Improved UQ
The quantification of uncertainty is still a debating issue. The probability density expresses the
exact uncertain condition. However, there is no suitable algorithm to calculate the heteroscedastic
probability distribution. Prediction Interval is a popular approach to express uncertainty [177, 178].
The width of the interval represents the level of uncertainty. However, the interval does not represent the skewness of the distribution. Multiple probabilistic forecasts can represent the shape of
distribution [31]. There is no widely accepted formula or NN-training approach for both prediction interval and probabilistic forecast. Researchers may find improved approaches for quantifying
uncertainties near future.
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Cloud computing is still expanding. Many services will be added to the cloud, especially in the
Software as a Service (SaaS) [179, 180]. Providers will face more difficulties in maintaining the
availability of different SaaS instances with cost efficiency. Moreover, there is ongoing research on
efficient hardware architectures for different software applications and tasks. Some applications
such as neural network training can be performed efficiently with different architectures [181, 182].
Currently, Xilinx and AWS are providing FPGAs as cloud instances. Gradually, all major cloud
providers will provide FPGAs and other customized instances for special applications. Improved
computation will increase the volume of traffic and traffic uncertainty. The expansion of the fog
computing and the edge computing will also increase the uncertainty in traffic.
6.3 Improved Artificial Neural Network Training and GPU Processing
Several major cloud providers have switched to Artificial Neural Network (ANN)-based cloud
management [123]. ANN is trained with an initial dataset. The ANN performs poorly with a different set of data. As cloud uncertainties and pattern of uncertainties are changing over time,
ANNs need to retrain with newer sets of data over a certain interval. Moreover, researchers may
apply novel learning approaches for quantifying uncertainties of cloud computing. For example,
adversarial training for cloud management or dropout for predicting cloud uncertainties [183, 184].
Hardware accelerators, such as the graphics processing unit (GPU) and the tensor processing
unit (TPU) are becoming popular for remarkably faster processing [185]. Researchers may apply
these hardware accelerators to train uncertainty quantification NNs.
6.4

Hype Cycle for Uncertainty in Cloud

The Hype Cycle is the representation of the maturity of applications or approaches of a specific
domain [186, 187]. Therefore, we construct a hype cycle to visualize conditions of uncertaintyaware approaches in cloud computing. Figure 5 presents our proposed Hype Cycle for uncertainty
in the cloud.
UQ for cloud management, AI for uncertainty in the cloud, and availability analysis are in the
innovation trigger region in the hype curve. There are a few works on the UQ of cloud parameters
and the term is unfamiliar to the majority in the cloud community. Besides a few recent discussions
and announcements from several IT companies [188], very few scholarly works have published on
AI-based cloud management. There will be a lot of work on AI for cloud management in coming
years. Moreover, training approaches and training cost-functions will also evolve. Therefore, it will
take more than 10 years for AI for uncertainty in the cloud to reach the plateau of productivity.
The availability analysis of preemptible instances is another rapidly growing approach. More cloud
providers will start to provide preemptible instances over time, and the growing popularity will
increase the uncertainty in the availability.
QoS ranking and UQ in cloud applications are at the peak of inflated expectations. As several
providers are offering similar cloud servers, a QoS rank prediction is becoming crucial for proper
selection of servers [53, 156]. Numerous approaches have been developing for the selection of a
better server from possible combinations [159, 189–192]. Therefore, there is a growing debate on
the relative effectiveness of different QoS rankings. There will be a significant improvement in the
selection process in the upcoming years. Users may find a few widely accepted server selection
techniques within a few years. After achieving widely accepted techniques, the uncertainty-based
server selection will go to the next stage of the Hype Curve. UQ in cloud application has reached
its peak of inflated expectations. Researchers are quantifying uncertainties for various quantities
[193]. However, current UQ approaches have limitations. These limitations may cause trough of
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Fig. 5. The proposed Hype Cycle for uncertainty in cloud.

disillusionment in the upcoming years. New applications of UQ will reveal over time. The algorithm improvement will also improve the expectation. It will take more than 10 years for UQ in
cloud applications to reach the plateau of productivity [194, 195].
Cloud bidding and checkpointing are at the trough of disillusionment step of the Hype Curve.
AWS has recently changed its pricing model [116]. AWS is not considering the profit maximization
from available bids at this moment. AWS spot prices are more predictable now. Therefore, less
research is ongoing on the development of an efficient bidding system. However, uncertainty in
the SI price will increase over time with the increased number of users. Moreover, AWS may change
their rules anytime to increase profit and to punish careless bidders. Cloud servers are becoming
more reliable over time, and that is decreasing the expectation from new checkpointing approaches.
However, many other factors can cause preemption or shutdown of instances and the expectation
on checkpointing will increase over time.
Uncertainty-aware decisions for workload, capacity planning, and loss of data are at the slope of
enlightenment region and will reach the plateau of productivity within a few years. Major cloud
providers are applying machine learning for efficient management of cloud resource. Workload
and capacity planning research will come to its maturity within a few years. They are also offering
backup memories with the hibernation state to prevent data loss [196]. Resource scaling is also at
the slope of enlightenment region of the Hype Curve. Provision of different kinds of resources
will increase challenges in resource scaling. It will require 3 to 10 years for the uncertainty-aware
resource scaling to reach its plateau of productivity.
Data privacy is a quite saturated field. There are highly secured algorithms and still, many occurrences are happening on data-stealing or account hijacking. The expectation from the data privacy
is flat at this moment, and therefore it has reached its plateau of productivity.
7 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The recent enormous growth of the cloud industry has increased the uncertainty in cloud computing. Numerous uncertainty-aware systems have been developing over the years to meet the
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demand. With the traditional approaches to design uncertainty-aware systems, researchers have
also started to quantify uncertainties. Although the uncertainty is not efficiently quantifiable for
a single event, the effect of a large number of events is quantifiable.
The cloud is connected to the entire world through the Internet. A small influence from one
country can affect a user in another country slightly. Therefore, we select five major uncertain
parameters: price, availability, traffic, workload, and security. Major uncertain parameters are directly affected by numerous influencing factors. Change in major uncertain parameters affects the
QoS.
This work also describes popular uncertainty-aware approaches. A rough hype curve is also
drawn to present the situation. The hype curve presents the maturity region and time to reach
the plateau for each approach. Therefore, the situation of a trend becomes easily understandable.
Dependency on the cloud will increase over time. Moreover, numerous automation approaches will
require uncertainty quantification in the near future. This work will direct future researchers and
developers of cloud computing to design uncertainty-aware efficient cloud management systems.
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